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The large font as displayed on the link above looks not very good on my
PC and my phone does not show some characters, like 'c' for example.
A: I downloaded the file you mentioned in a decompiler and made it

more compatible for my pc. I used trojancheck.com to check for
malware and it didn't find anything but file type safe. See it here:

filetype-safe.org It's a.pdf file so if you can open it I'm pretty sure it's
safe. Here is the output from the site: The image is not visible due to the
quality. Q: Database schema design for timeseries data I'm quite new to
databases and I'm looking for some opinions on how to create a database

for a specific data scenario. This is about timeseries data. This is the
example scenario: Every day a user visits a site. Every day the user

answers a questionnaire. Every day the user buys products (this is done
by clicking "yes" in the questionnaire). So every day there are 4 tables:
users - where information is stored about which user visited the site in

which day and when questions - where information is stored about which
question the user answered answers - where information is stored about

the answers of the user. This is the key table purchases - where
information is stored about the purchases of the user. The key is that this

table should contain all information from the answers table and
additional information like the product ID's that the user bought. My
question is: how should the data be stored and where should I look for
some good examples. Currently I'm thinking of a database like this:
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Would it be okay if I would store the answers directly in the purchases
table? In the answers table a foreign key should point to the answers

table, but since the purchases table is about to receive information from
the answers table, the foreign key will be unneeded? A: The domain of

your data is the Quizzes. I would go with a new table, Quizzes, with four
primary key columns: quizID, userID, questionID, and day. Questions

and answers are clearly different domains. A common example is
questions that you answer once and then don't want to keep getting asked
again; there you can go with a Questions table with a single primary key
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